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Commercial Redevelopment in East Bay San Francisco 
Dealing With Residual PCB-Contaminated Soil
 

INTRODUCTION
Reusing sites in the San Francisco Bay area often requires dealing with residual contamination from past activates or due to 
contaminated fill used at the site, as much of the land close to the bay was created from imported fill. Up until the 2000s the 
East Bay was an industrial center, housing industries such as paint manufacturing, metal works, rendering plants, transformer 
and electrical equipment manufacturing and refurbishment, to name a few. Since that time the East Bay has undergone 
transformation to largely multi-family residential and commercial buildings; there is very little industrial activity left in East Bay. 
At this site, a ground-level parking lot was re-developed into a 5-story parking garage in a busy area that desperately needs 
more parking. 
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FIGURE 3

EMERY STATION WEST PARKING GARGAE
6100 HORTON STREET
EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA
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GARAGE EXCAVATION AREAS AND DEPTHS

SITE PHOTOS
Residual PCB-impacted soil concentrations were demarked as it existed below ground.  Construction plans were transferred 
to the PCB soil profile map so the amount of soil that would be removed and its concentrations could be estimated.  Three 
main waste profiles were planned for excavated soil:  reuse as fill (no PCB detections); municipal solid waste landfill (PCBs 
less than 50 parts per million (ppm)); and Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) landfill (PCBs greater than 50 ppm).  A forth 
category was established when it was determined that 1,000 cubic yards of soil was needed for construction of a ramp for 
the parking garage, so certain soils were used as fill for the concrete-enclosed ramp.
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